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Zenspirations dangles are unique patterns that add interest and texture to any design. Although

they may look complicated, they are actually quite easy to create! All you need is a pen, a piece of

paper and your imagination. Gifted calligrapher and designer Joanne Fink shares her fun and

relaxing techniques for adding dangle patterns to your drawings. Whether you like to journal, draw

or doodle, you'll find intriguing ideas here for crafting, designing and decorating with dangle

patterns.This expanded edition includes a bonus workbook section that gives you a place to play,

experiment, and create new, exciting dangle designs. This is where you can practice drawing all the

dangle design components, experiment with new techniques, and develop your own unique dangle

style.
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I had a lot of fun and instruction from this workbook/coloring book. Some drawings were complete

and ready to color. Some were basic allowing from additional drawing and design from the person

working with it. This is one of my favorite coloring books. I have great fun working through this. I

added some zen-tangling design to some of the pictures. I really used different artistic skill sets -

recommend it highly. Attached is a photo of one of the drawings I scanned into my computer. Hope

you like it.

I purchased this book for my daughter. She really liked the concept of all the airy dangles. I would



not purchase it for myself due to the skimpiness of the content. This is not really a "book" , more like

a booklet. Had just a bit more thought/ideas/content been added it would have been a more

satisfying and rewarding read.

My book arrived today and the only reason I've had time to write a review is that I need to let some

paint dry in my Art Journal, now being much enhanced by some of the ideas and designs found it

this slim but powerful little book. i had to just put other things aside and play with her ideas and

methods. I especially like her "monogram dangles". The workbook format is helpful and her

notes/suggestions are spot on. Makes me glad I pre-ordered her next book and look forward to the

day my UPS man puts it on my porch. Thanks !

I recently saw videos from Joanne Fink about dangles - which I never knew existed! I am having

such a blast learning this cool art! I am making small Christmas cards for my staff and have used

dangles on everyone of them. They are going to love them! This is such a fun, relaxing craft - and all

you need is pen and paper. Joanne provides step by step instructions in her workbook. She is such

a positive person and is very encouraging. I'm glad I chose the workbook instead of just the book.

This is so much fun!

Zenspirations Dangle Designs is a fun workbook. I've always been intrigued by the dangles. But,

when trying to draw them on my own, I wouldn't know where to start. Sometimes my lines were

wavy. Often the 'charms' I attached were repetitious. With all of the ideas Joanne Fink has in the

workbook, you'll soon be 'dangling' with new ideas. The workbook would make a good present for

older children. My little granddaughters love trying to draw their own designs when they watch me

working in my workbook.

I like the fun new ideas this book. They are simple yet really interesting. Can't wait to do more. I just

wish that this book had more too it.

Beautiful book! I love the instructions. Like giving away a very special secret to create some

beautiful additions to your own art. I especially love the idea for painting the doorway. Definitely

planning that for my daughters room. The practice sheets are nice too. Scan them so you can

reprint copies to practice on over and over! This may be a "booklet" to some but the pages are

worth more than you might think. I would definitely get the one with worksheets too since you can



use them over and over by copying. I think that is a nice addition. Her tips for coloring are very

helpful too.

We LOVE this little book...proof that good things sometimes come in small packages...not a lot of

pages, but an amazing number of fabulous designs and ideas...suitable for both a beginners and

seasoned artists...and children and adults alike...Thanks!!!
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